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The subject of the paper is the behaviour of few-nucleon 

systems (PNS) in the conditions of high excitation. 
we define the excited PNS {iN}~ as the PNS in the final 

state of an a.. projectile scattering on the [kNJ -system of 

nucleons 
a+ [iN]- a.'+ (lz.ftl)~ ( 1) 

if the following two conditions are satisfieda 
The invariant mass M;~;-'t of the system (kN)~xceeds the 

uln.st 
(i) 

initial mas~ ,.,l~v so that 

AM. == Mf"·'L Mi.n.,t '""100 }1~V · (2) 
lilt '"" IM 'j= ) 

(ii) The momentum p. of nucleons, emitted in the decay of (fill)~ 
exceeds the pe~i momentum of nucleon in the target nucleus 

frame a 

A > n z 1, 4 .J,.-1 ( i - f1 2, . . . It ) • (3) , rF" , 
The invariant mass of PNS in the initial state is assumed to 

be equal to M!n· ~ ;tM,v- B if [~NJ is the light nucleus with 
Ill'( 

the mass number k and the binding energy B ( MN is the nucleon 

mass), and M!Mt:= iz. M..- if [iN] ie the PNS contained in 
'"" ,. the target nucleus with the mass number A> 1z. • As we are inter-

ested in the continuum states of the P~, the invariant mass in 

the final state is equal to M!'"·~t,.J(oz &)~(f: ~)a.JY~, where 0; 
:t '"" l'1"'4 • , .. 1 n and ~· are the energy and the 3-momen-,;um of tne particles emitted 

in th~ (ftN)~decay respectively. In the general case { value 
is not equal to k because the (/u.t)"'decay can proceed with the 

production of the lightest nuclear fragments F,.., 1 ("i#)~~+ 
+ ... -+ N*.-m + F,.... , or the particle production, for example 

(fl.#)~-» Nf+ · ··+N1t+'f" • In a "nucleon" mode of the decay 

(iN}~~ ~ +· .. + NA (4) 

A.M;,.v with an accuracy of binding energy is equal simply to 

1/ I. t. (~ 2}~ 
A. M,·,.y';:;: [ l ~ 6;) - z lJ.) - l lt1,v 

~~ .f I :a, ' 
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In the case of fragments emission the condition (3) should be 
supplemented by the non-equality condition 

n n /-rn(A-m)'R r;., > lmF ~ A- -1 r:- t 

where D is a fragment F momentum in the target nucleus frame. r;.. ,., 

It is obvious that the conditions (2) and (3) separate such 
events of scattering (1) that can be realized by particle ~ 
interaction with a single nucleon without essential influence of 
other FNS nucleons only with a small probability. It should be 
expected that the better is the fulfilment of (2) and (3) non
equalities the smaller is this probability. Really, the condition 
(3) means that all nucleons of the FNS take part effectively in 
the scattering process and it is very unlikely that a part of 
them are the spectators only. The condition (2) provides the 
possibility of the aaattering (1) proceeding in a volume with a 

linear size leas than the average distance ~~ between nucleons 
in the nuclei. In fact, the linear size f of a system which 
receives the energy transfer A~ can not be leas than -vhC/4, 
and if we want to make possible the proceeding of the process (1) 
in the volume with t -value leas than [, " 1.7 fm it is necessary 

"'" :\,. hC. to transfer into the system at least the energy A~ ~ l:: ~ 120 Mev. 
It should be noted that high invariant momentum transf~~ are not 
required in the process (1). In particular, the process can take 

place at distances e < ~~ even if a 4-momentum -/Ita...! 1 trans
ferred by the particle a. is arbitrarily close to zero. It is 
essential only that the non-equality 

{/ tct.aA · S ~ ma. [2 AM;ni t\1)~/t+ ( 4 Min~) 2.J 
is satisfied. ( 5 is the squared invariant mass of (4+[•~J)-aystem, 
and me.. is the mass of the particle GL ). 

Thus, when the conditions (2) and (3) are •atisfied one can 
expect the appearance in the few-nucleon systems of certain specific 
properties which are not observed when the interaction proceeds 
via the quasifree scattering on the single nucleons or on their 
common nuclear potential when the residual nucleus remains in the 
ground or low excited state. It is clear that the above mentioned 
conditions are only necessary but they are not sufficient ones 
for the appearance of any collective properties in the few-nucleon 
systems, and only experiments can give an answer to the question -
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are any new properties of FNS really observed in such conditions 
and thus is there any sence in speaking about highly excited states 
of the few-nucleon systems or not ? 

Let us consider now the widest group of experiments which as 
we suppose have close connection with the problem. We mean here 
the well known experiments (see,e.g.,ref. 11/) of inclusive type, 

where the backward production of the fast nucleons (or the light 
fragment) is observed in the reactions 

. a.+A ~ N (TN>"' 3DMtV ) eN ~go•) +... • (5) 

The general property of such a production at high incident 
energies iro of a projectile are the spectra of an exponential form 

~ dztr _ {- z; 
P.'l. A'" d...f2 dn - 4., ex.,o -A1JZ, , (6) 

6 in # Uf,t N IN 
-l•t is a tttal cross section of the inelastic a.A -inter-

action), where A0 and A1 only slightly depend on the type and 
energy of the projectile and the slope parameter A1 on the mass 
number A of the target nucleus. The similar behaviour is also 
observed in the intermediate energy region with the only difference 
that A1 monotonously tends to the asymptotic value A/u-.::: 10-15 
(GeV/c) - 2 when 7;, value increases. 

At first sight this phenomenon has a weak relation with the 
propertieD of few-nucleon systems because the main part of these 
data is obtained with intermediate and heavy target nuclei and there 
is no direct way to determine a number of nucleons taking part in 
the interaction effectively. Thus there is nothing surprising in the 
fact that a great number of very different hypothesis were proposed 
to explain the observed regularities. Some of these hypothesis 
contain ideas about the abnormally high intranuclear momenta 121, 
high densities of nuclear matter /3/ or the specific mechanisms 
peculiar only to high incident energies (e.g. the quark-parton 
mechanisms /4/, the fireball production 15/ and so on). Nevertheless, 
the moat natural picture is, from our point of view, the next one. 
The energetic spectra of nucleons emitted backwards are clearly 
distributed at two specific regions, 

A) A so-called low-energetic "evaporation11-region, that is 
characterised by the nuclear temperature 7"~ 10 MeV and is caused 
by the decay of an intermediate nucleus, i.e. the decay of excited 
state of the nucleus as a whole at the excitation level of an 
order of 10 MeV. A weak angular anisotropy of the nucleon production 
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in this spectrum part observed in the laboratory frame is caused 
by the motion of the intermediate nucleus that accepts a certain 
3-momentum transfer from a projectile. 

B) A high-energy region of spectra, that is described by "the 
temperature" T =::: 50 •ev and is a result of the decay of a few
nucleon part of the target nucleus. The excitation level of this 
nucleus part is higher than about 100 Mev. The sizeable angular 
anisotropy of the nucleon production in this region of spectra 
means only that suoh excited group acquires in the excitation pro
cess a velocity, considerably larger than the velocity reached by 
the whole nucleus in the first case. 

With the aim of testing this picture of the backward emission 
of the fast nucleons let us calculate the spectra of protons from 
the hadron-nucleus interactions 161 in the next assumptions, 

1) A hadron h interacts with the FNS in the target nucleus 
accordingly to the process (1). It scatters predominantly at small 
forward angles increasing the invariant mass of the nucleon group. 
The protons are emitted backwards in the decay (4). we assume the 
decay (4) to proceed by the statistical way. 

Hin. ~l 
2) The relative probability of increasing 1r1;,~ at the 

definite quantity A M1,., does not depend on the type and energy 
of the projectile h • The distribution of the exoi tation probabili
ty over 4M ;,.., values ("the FNS excitation spectrum") is the in
trinsic property of the FNS effectively taking part in the process 
(1) and depends only slighly on the number ~of the nucleons in 
the group, the mass number of the target nucleus A and on the 
spin-isospin state of the FNS when the values AM;"" exceed about 
100 MeV. The excitation spectrum was presumed for the specific 
calculations to have the form 

wt (aM;nv)= exp(-JM,-,.,/Mu.J/(1-exp(-6;(</Mtz)), <7> 
where ~~ is the characteristic parameter of the excitation pro-

•. n ,.c-""'ll 
bability and ~l is the maximal excitation energy, kinematicaly 
accessible in the process (1). If the FNS excitation that is of in
terest for us here proceeds via the excitation of the nucleons 
composing the FNS (i.e., in the first line, via the A (12J2) re
sonance or the pion production) then it is natural to take the 

pion mass for the parameter M c:;Xc. value. 
3) The prooesa (1) has a quasidiffractional character, i.e., 

the scattering of the hadron h approaches the diffractional one 
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with increasing energy 7.; • So the probability of scattering at an 
angle (}'*in the ( h+ [fu/J) -system centre of mass frame with a 
momentum ~* can be assumed in the form, describing the main 
peak of the diffractional scattering on the black sphere, 

WJt (o*) = e~t>(- (t9~P,_)i kv3RcJ~ , (8) 

where R is the free parameter of the model. 
C2. 

4) The total arose section of the interaction (1) at the nucleon 
groups of the nucleus can be determined with an accuracy up to a 
constant factor qp by the geometrical cross section of FNS [AN] 
and the combinatorial probability to find it in the nucleus, 

..:? -~ ( '6R ~)2.A ~It-o J 
uiCitA)- ~ t C1.+t6,.,/n- ii (~,IRJ . (.Xp(-(r? • .!Ro)) , (9) 

where r}h~ is the total cross section of h!V interlj.ction, the 
parameter ~0 deremines the nucleus radius ~"" AY3 11

0 
and R, 

determines the cluster radius Rk"'iVJ Rc • Supposing the average 
density of nucleons in the FNS to be close to the average nuclear 
density we take R,=R 0 • A Gaussian with the standard deviation 

e)F(i)= ~ 90 MeV/c is used as a mo~entum distribution of the 
FNS in the nucleus. Secondary interactions of the hadrons or out
going protons in the nucleus are not taken into account. 

The proton spectrum is calculated under these assamptions as a 
noncoherent summ of the partial spectra produced on the FNS with 
different ft. values 1 1 ·-· dlo'/do = L: d 36 ld c <10> 

lp L lz.. 1-p 
~e~ «=~ 

d 36'*'/d~== ( 6MnA> IR:)(d 3 R.~ ld~) . (11) 
Here It"' and d~R""" lei ;t are, accordingly, the integral of the 

fl. #l tj. T 
phase space and its derivative over P. • The integration over the 
phase space was performed by the Mont:-carlo method, introducing 
t wo weight functions in the form (7) and (8) which have the meaning 
of the squared matrix element 1Aj;12. 

Let us close now the values of the parameters Ru. and CZP by 
comparing the calculated spectra with the experimental one for the 
reaction p + "t~ p +X 17 I at 640 MeV and proton emission angle 9,, ., 
122°. Fig. 1 shows the reault of this comparison with R,~· 0.25 fm 

and ~ • 0.14. With this values we can calculate the angular depend
ence of the slope parameter Ai which turns out to be close to 
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the experimental dependence (see Pig. 2a) and to reproduce the scal
ing behaviour of the energy dependence of this parameter (see Pig.2b). 

We see that the most essential characteristics of the inclusive 
data can be explained using the most simplified assumptions about 
the nuclear properties and the reaction mechanism. The values of the 
parameters RC.'L and ~ obtained in this way indicate the angular 
distribution of the hadron-PNS-scattering to be close under studied 
conditions to that in the diffraction scattering on the black sphere 

~40 
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-a ... 
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0 
60 80 100 

p+ 12C-p+ ... 

To =640 MeV 

8p=122° 

120 

Fig.1 The energetic spectra of protons. The curve with the error 
corridor- the calculation, the points - the experiment 111. 
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Fig.2 Angular (a) and energetic (b) dependence of the slope para
meter A~ for the inclusive proton spectra. ~- the calculation, 
•- the experiment (see refs. in /71). 
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of the radius 'Z._= 1.81 ft. 113Rct ( l
2 

.. 0.57 fm) and the total cross 
section ()fl. of the interaction (1) with high excitation of [leN] is 
equal to (! 

6fl =0. 14 'JC (i 1/J.R.c'l.+/6~-.H /rr
1 

)
2 ~ ( R._IRoT· cxp (:- (P.tz.I~<S') ' (12) 

So we obtain e)~ = 6.8 mb and ci3 z 6.6 mb. These large cross 
section values can be understood if one keeps in mind the absence of 
the suppression caused by the high momentum transfers. In the crude 
approximation the total cross section C);ex' of the scattering (1) 
with high excitation of the FNS [kNJ can be written in the form 

~htxc n ~in , 
vk ~-k. v 0 ,., ·wk. , n=-1--:- 2 , (13) 

where oi" is the total inelastic cross section of the atV-
OI.N 

interaction, n is determined by the degree of coherence of the 
nucleon excitation and W*- is the probability to dissipate the ex
citation energy of single nucleon over the system of nucleons. Compar
ing (12) and (13) we find w2.~0.14-t0.27 and wl~0.06-t0.17. 

It should be noted that the calculation results only weakly 
depend on the details of the exact form of the weight functions (7) 
and (8) because the observed spectrum is a composition of the partial 
spectra with several values of k. The statistical character of the 
inclusive spectra is a consequence of existence of numerous poesibili-.... 
ties for the proton production with a certain P. value; various 

values of k (2 < k ~ tlmco<= 6-t8), decay (4) 1 Fefui motion of the (if!j
group centre of mass. The observed spectra are influenced also by 
the factors not taken into account in the calculation 161, multiple 
hadron interactions in the nucleus, internal Fermi motion in the FNS, 
partial transfer of the FNS energy to 'the residual nucleus and final
state in-teractions of protons emerging from the nucleus. However, it 
is essen-tial from our point of view that besides these rather obvious 
factors causing the statistical behaviour of the inclusive backward 
production of fast nucleons, the quated model takes into account the 
more profound reason of the statistical nature of the phenomenon. 
This reason is connected with the few-nucleon system properties. 
First of all, we suppose that the energy carried into the FNS is dis
tribut ed among the nucleons in such a way that they acquire the avail
able phase space in a random occupation. Secondly, we introduce for 
describing of tho FNS such a characteristic as continues excitation 
spectrum , that does not depend of 'the properties of a projectile. At 
first sight, such an approach seems to be not expedient for describ-
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ing a system consisting of a small number of particles. Really, one 
/8-fD/ 

or two Feynmen diagramms are considered, as a rule, for the mechanism 
of backward production of fast nucleons in the interactions with the 
lightest nuclei (deuteron, helium). Nevertheless, one should remember 
that these undoubtedly usefull calculations have in general, as it 
is evaluated by the experts,"the shooting in" character (see e.g. 
ref. /9/). Taking into account the short-range correlations in the 
relativistic composite system the exact description of bound nucleons 
should consider the set of states, not only nucleon ones but also the 
states including pions and barion resonances. So, one should take 
into account,e.g.,for the deuteron case not only N'N-states, but ..14-, 

NNfi-, N/l!fiio NN"-states and so on. The correct calculation including 
effects of short-range correlations in the initial and final states 
and the possibility of nucleon excitations, evidently, turns this 
problem to be too complicated for the detailed analysis of a microsco
pic type (for example, by the consideration of several Peynman dis
gramme). It is possible that the processes of high momentum or energy 
transfer to PNS cannot be in principle described when one restricts 
himself by a small number of ways for such a transfer, and the only 
adequate description is a statistical one. In this aspect the FNS 
excitation at level ~e :>' m.,.. may occur to be analogous to the 

Xc: 4 
excitation of intermediate or heavy nuclei at the energies of about 
10 Mev. 

If this situation really takes place one should consider the ex
perimentally observed nondependence of the slope parameter of the in
clusive spectra on the type and energy of a projectile ("nuclear 
scalingn/11 1) as the indication to the nondependence of the FNS ex
citation spectra on the properties of incident particles. An observed 
weakness of mass-number dependence of the slope parameter is a direct 
consequence of a small difference between the wave functions of few
nucleon grou~s in various target nuclei at relative internucleon dis
tances [ <. fNN • This means that the excitation spectra of the PNS 
should only weakly depend on the type of a target nucleus. In this 
sense the PNS excitation spectra have a universal character. It is 
clear that the assumption about the identity of excitation spectra 

for different FNS,(different spin-isospin states and so on) made in 
the concrete calculation 161 is very crude and does not contradict 
in qualitative manner only to inclusive data. 

we have dealt so far with the one-particle differential cross
sections for the type (10) process on light and intermediate nuclei 
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and have been convinced of impossibility to obtain detailed information 
about such properties of FNS as their excitation spectrum. It is not 
surprising because the inclusive measurements satisfy incompletely 
the requirements (1)-(J)t only one (observed) particle has a momentum 
p~pF (the condition (2)) and is emitted in the kinematical region 
forbidden for the interaction with the nucleon in rest, but allowed 
for the process (1) with ~;;:. 1. 

Let us consider now the experiments where the requirements (1)
(J) are fulfilled in a more complete way. The simplest step in this 
direction may be the measurement of the two-particle differential 
or••• sections. As an example we examine the experiment 1121 where 
the reaction •t. ~+ ~ ~ + P3 + ·. · (14> 
at 640 ll!eV was studied. The spectra of proton• p~ emerging backwards 
( 16~1 • 105°-155°) with the energy from 50 up to 145 ll!eV in coincid-
ence with protons ~ of an energy T1 (255 lleV < T1 < JJO ll!eV) 
ami tted forwards c 19~ 1 • 10°-40° > coplanar with Po and p~ -
momenta were detected. Such a choise of the kinematic conditions 
accords with the process 

Po+[pN]~P1+ N+.P~ (15) 
as scattering (1) and .iM ;,w for f}1 • - 12° 1 e

3 
• 122° is equal 

to about 250 MeV. In fig. J the dependence of the measured cross sect· 
ion (without the cascade contamination, see 113/) on four kinematic 
variables is shown. The calculation, similar to one considered above 
for the inclusive process, is normalized at the experiment and is 
shown in the same figure (the curve J). Opposite to inclusive cross 
sections only scattering (15) on two-nucleon systems was left here. 
It is seen that the calculation describes the experimental dependenceE 
quite satisfactorily if one takes almost the same as for the inclusivt 
data ( t\1 • 150 ll!eV and R • o. J fm) values of parameters 1111(;r~ and 

R 
txc. 'l. .. 

c.a.. 
Just these two-particle data were considered also in the paper 

of J.Knoll 114/, where independently of us the statistical picture 
of projectile interaction with few-nucleon groups in nuclei has been 
developed. The main difference of conception 1141 with our calcula
tions lies in the assumption that all available energy is distributed 
in a statistical way among the particles taking part in the interact
ion. Such a conception succeeds to describe the inclusive data at 
the certain incident energy in the intermediate region. However, it 

is clear that pure statistical consideration must fail in reproducing 
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Fig. ) Two-proton differenti al cr oss s e c tions of the r eac tion (14 ) 
at 640 Mev. The points - exper i ment / 121 the curves - calcul a
tion (i n arb. uni ts ) f or the proces s ( 15 ) : 1 - relative moment
um in [pN)-pai r is equal t o zero ; 2 - phas e space distributi on; 

3 -IA~ d1.v exp(- aMf~~ IMt~J, Mt'l"c." 0. 15 GeV; 4 -IA!i \1 
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Fig. 4 Geometri c condi ti ons for t he quasifree knockout of prot on 
pairs i n t he experimen t /l5/ 
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the scaling behaviour of the cross sections with increasing 7,; • The 
fact of the forward emitted leading particle production that carries 
off the main part of available energy cannot be reproduced also. The 
last effect evidently turns up already at intermediate energies where 
the observed asymmetry of the angular distributions 1121 (see fig. 4a 
and b) is not reproduced by the calculation 1141. 

Still more definite information about the properties of the high 
excited PNS can be obtained in the exclusive measurements where all 
fast particles produced in the process (1) are detected. such an 
approach is necessary in the study of a certain few-nucleon system 
contained in the heavier target nuclei. As an example we consider here 
the experiment 115/ where the reaction 

ll A,+ r:~p.f+P2 +P~+··· (16) 
was investigated at the 640 MeV incident energy. The kinematic condi-
tione were chosen in accordance with the quasi-free backward scatter

ing in the process 
Po+ [2.p] -7> P., + P2 + ~ • (17) 

Three fast protons were detected in coincidence (see Fig. 4) in symm

etric (d1 =ot. 2=~joL 3 =0) and noncoplanar (f. ='t2. .. 12°; ~ = 122°) 
geometry. Each of two protons ~ and p

2 
emerging forwards was 

detected in the energetic range of 235-310 MeV. The spectra of protons 
p

3 
emitted backwards were measured in the range of 30-105 Mev. In 

this experiment all three requirements (1)-(3) are satisfied and the 
value AM;I>'I is near 270 MeV at all angles of.. s t udied. The isospin 
state of the FNS being an effective target is determined unambigously 

in this case and isospin is equal toT • 1. 
Energetic and angular distributions obtained at the backward 

proton energy higher than 50 MeV are qualitatively descri bed by the 
same model of excited PNS and with the same values of the parameters 
~cxc.and R,

1
as for the two-proton cross sections considered above 

(see figs. 5 and 6). 
The comparison of the absolute values of two-proton and three

proton cross sections shows that the fraction of squared ma t rix elem
ents for three-proton or<J)) and two-proton (1(2 )) cross sections is 
equal to F(l)/Fl2)z (1 7 3) 10'2. • As opposed to the process (17) 
the effective target in the process (15) may be [pp]- and [pn]
groups. So this fract i on means that excitation of [pp]-groups is 
significantly suppressed with reference to fnpJ -groups excitation. 
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Fig.6 Angular dependence of the three-proton differential cross 

section in the reaction 12c(~,3p) at 640 MeV for three interv
als of energy T3 of backward emitted protons 1151. (a) - the 
curves are the phase space distributions (in arb.units) for 
the reactionss A- (17) with Fermi motion of [PP]-pair; B-

IL. 10 Po•[pptJJ~p1 ~R•P:.+N; c -p~L""P,•P.+P,+ ~;(b) and (c)- the 
curves are calculations (in arb.un!ts) for the process (17) with 
Fermi-motion, A - L'\jil 2= const; B -IA1;\ 2ovel:.p(-AM~1;~ /Mt~c) 
and Mac. • 0.15 GeV; C- 1At1 (Z in accordance with (8) and 

Rc.l. • 0.25 fm; D - the same as "C", but Rc.z. .. 0.4 fm. 
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The example considered above shows that in exclusive and semi
exclusive experiments one can separate the definite channel of the 
PNS excitation and the excitation spectra of PNS for such channels 
as well as the angular distributions of the leading particles can be 
studied. If the scattering of a projectile in the process (1) has a 
quasi-diffractional coherent character then the angular distribution 
of a.' in (1) should have the width Al71t~(P." ~YsRc:~.r-t. The assumption 
that the excitation spectrum W(AMinv) can be described by the 
same function for different targets and projectiles can be checked 
experimentally alsos the distributions over A~int can be measured 
directly at least for the light nuclei in the wide range of nuclear 
reactions. Thus, one of the most interesting question of the {0~p)
reaction study is the measuring of the Wz.p(AM;",). As a consequence 
of the excitation spectra universality one should expect definite re
lations between the characteristics of very different nuclear react
ions where the conditions (1)-(3) are satisfied. For example, the 
slope parameters for spectra of the fast fragments (2H, 3H, 3He) emitt 
ed backwards in hadron-nucleus reactions, can be calculated if the 
slope parameters for the backward proton spectra are known. Such a 
correlation follows evidently from the existence of different modes 
of (tN)~-decay. one can obtein also the relation between the spectra 
of fast pions produced in the reactio'n d +A ~?t'(0°} +,, . and 
energetic protons ami tted in h + d ~ h + N+p(laoj. 

Let us consider at lest the experimental data about the fast 
particle interactions with the lightest nuclei. The experiments per
formed in the Laboratory of High Energies of JINR (see ref. 1 16/) had 
shown that inclusive spectra of fast protons produced backwards in 
interaction with such nucleus as 4He still qualitatively conserve the 
same behaviour that they have for the heavier target nuclei. The size
able difference from the single exponent of the type (6) turns up 
only in the proton spectra from the interaction with the simplest 
nuclear system deuteron at 0.97 GeV incident proton energy 1171. Let 
us test the consistency of the considered above conception with the 
most "pure" case of interaction in the few-nucleon systems. In fig. 7 
the energetic spectra of protons emitted in the reaction 

p+d-+p+p-+n (18) 
in the three angular intervals of the backward hemisphere at 7; 
0.97 GeV are shown. The curves show the result of calculation similar 
to one, described above (see ref. 161 also) with M • 0.14 GeV and tr, 
g • 0.25 fm. It is seen in fig. 7 that qualitative behaviour 
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Fig.7 Inclusive spectra of protons from the reaction (18) at 0.97 GeV 
for three angular intervals of proton emission 1111. The curves 
- calculation in the model of FNS excitation. 

of the experimental data can be reproduced in the frame of the ex
cited FNS model. The absolute cross section value coinsides with 
the experimental one if the value ~ equal to 5.~ mb is taken for 
normalyzing. Comparing with the value o; hi"K,!_, .2. ". 0. ';. w'd we find 
~d = 0.05~0.1. Therefore, the probability of exo~ation is still 
rather high even for such a friable system as the deuteron. 

The excited FNS model can evidently predict angular and energet
ic distributions for the reaction (18) in the wide range of incident 
energies To from o. 5 GeV up to energies where the value of e},~n 
is still known. The differential cross section for the process 
a+d~p(Bp'j}!JO')+ ... can b~ predicted also for the arbitrary pro-

~~n jectile a. for which the ~# value is known. It is obvious 
that the model says nothing about the exact mechanism of excitation 
and cannot replace in any degree the calculations of the type des
cribed in ref. 1 18 •191. 

In conclusion, we summarize the above considerations 
1) There exist at present the experimental data that can be in

terpreted as a manifestation of the high ( Ll 1<1,-n 11 ~ 100 MeV) excita
tions in few-nucleon systems. 

2) Few-nucleon systems show certain specific properties in kine
matic conditione of high energy excitationss their behaviour can be 
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described by the introduction of the continuum excitation spectra 
only weakly depending on the type of target-nucleus and properties of 
projectile. The mean value of the excitation spectra is close to 
0.15 Gev. 

3) The FNS excitation by energetic particles occurs predominant
ly in quaeidiffraoional scattering of projectiles. The angular distri
butions of leading particles are determined by the linear size of FNS 
about (0.5-1.0) k1/3 rm. 

4) The probability of high excitation of FNS by an arbitrary in
cident particle a. has a sizeable value and determines the total 
erose section of about k. ~~n - W,t, , where ~~0.05-0.3 for k = 2 
and 3. 

we must stress once more that these conclusions are based still 
on the limited experimental data and eo have rather heuristic meaning. 
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